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Alarm Systems
CONTROL PANELS
Your control panel is essentially the brains
of the operation. Usually tucked away in a
cupboard somewhere and is never to be seen
for all it’s glory. They come in all shapes and sizes depending on the make and
model you choose. From a basic 8 zone panel system to 192 zones.
KEYPADS
Depending on the make and model of your Control Panel, you can have the
choice of different ergonomic, stylish keypads. More often than not, a standard
model suffices. Both LCD and LED models are available.

Electric Fencing
MULTIPLE ZONES
Depending on the model, you can have multiple zones which will notify you of
where tampering or attempted entry is occurring if you have a dedicated keypad
installed. Let us know what you would prefer
Keeping one step ahead of thieves is no easy task. However, it is not all doom
and gloom.
ELECTRIC FENCE
We can couple your electric fence to your alarm system or dedicate a separate
radio link up to your armed response company depending on your requirements
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RealTech
Intercoms
Screen Visitors, Stop The Threat
Intercom systems also come in an array
of shapes and sizes both standard models
and live video feed models
Depending on your level of safety
required, we can supply you with
a model suited to your needs.

CCTV
DVR SECURITY SYSTEMS
DVR (digital video recorders) security
systems link to CCTV security systems.
This allows you to record what the CCTV
captures. You can view the footage at a later
stage. We have DVR security systems allow for
remote viewing. We can couple your electric fence to your alarm system or
dedicate a separate radio link up to your armed response company depending
on your requirements home CCTV footage remotely.

Beams
INLINE BEAMS
The distances vary between 30 meters and 320 meters. You also have the
choice of installing a single zone beam, dual or even quad. Prices vary
depending on the distance and the quality of the product. Better quality means
longer life span.

Gate & Garage Motors
The most popular brands we carry in gate automation are Centurion and
Nice Hansa.
We Installing the Gate Motor, Building A secure bracket, installing the rail for the
gate to run on and Programming remotes
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